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Abstrat. Some of the most widely used onstrutive heuristis for the

Steiner Problem in Graphs are based on algorithms for the Minimum

Spanning Tree problem. In this paper, we examine eÆient implemen-

tations of heuristis based on the lassi algorithms by Prim, Kruskal,

and Bor�uvka. An extensive experimental study indiates that the the-

oretial worst-ase omplexity of the algorithms give little information

about their behavior in pratie. Careful implementation improves aver-

age omputation times not only signi�antly, but asymptotially. Run-

ning times for our implementations are within a small onstant fator

from that of Prim's algorithm for the Minimum Spanning Tree problem,

suggesting that there is little room for improvement.

1 Introdution

The Steiner Problem in Graphs (SPG) an be stated as follows: given an undi-

reted graph G = (V;E), a set of terminals T � V , and a positive ost funtion

(v; w) for all (v; w) 2 E, �nd a minimum weight onneted subgraph of G on-

taining all verties in T . This is one of the most studied NP-hard problems. A

wealth of links to reent papers on this subjet an be found in [5℄.

In this paper, we are espeially interested in onstrutive heuristis, algo-

rithms that build feasible solutions from srath. They an be used as stand-alone

algorithms, providing solutions of reasonable quality within a short amount of

time. However, their appliation is muh broader. They are often used as sub-

routines of more elaborate primal heuristis [2, 10℄, dual heuristis [8℄, and exat

algorithms [4, 8℄. Regardless of the appliation, onstrutive heuristis should be

as fast as possible, while preserving solution quality.

A number of suh heuristis are desribed in the literature (see [3, 12℄ for

surveys). We fous our attention on heuristis that are diret extensions of exat

algorithms for the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) problem. The main ontribu-

tion of this paper are new, fast implementations for these methods. This inludes

not only versions of the traditional methods based on Prim's and Kruskal's al-

gorithms, but also a Bor�uvka-based heuristi, a natural extension that has not
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been previously desribed in the literature. (Desriptions of the original MST

algorithms an be found in [1℄.) Extensive omputational experiments suggest

that these implementations allow the heuristis to run within a onstant fator

of \pure" MST algorithms on average, even though they have higher theoretial

worst-ase omplexities. We show that this is not the ase when some of the

previous implementations are used.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 presents the

Distane Network Heuristi with its implementations and variations, alongside

with a desription of the Voronoi diagram for graphs, a data struture that is

entral in this text. Implementations of heuristis based on Bor�uvka's, Kruskal's,

and Prim's algorithms are desribed in Setions 3, 4 and 5, respetively. An

empirial omparative analysis is presented in Setion 6. Final remarks are made

in Setion 7.

2 Distane Network Heuristi (DNH)

Given a weighted graph G = (V;E), we de�ne the orresponding distane net-

work D

G

= (V;E

0

) as the graph ontaining all verties in V and suh that for

all pairs (v; w) 2 V , there is an edge in D

G

with ost equal to the length of the

shortest path between v and w in G. The Distane Network Heuristi (DNH)

onsists of the following three steps:

(a) �nd the MST of the subgraph of D

G

indued by T , then expand its edges

(with the assoiated shortest paths) to reate a valid Steiner tree of G;

(b) �nd the MST of the subgraph of G indued by the solution obtained in (a);

() eliminate all non-terminal verties with degree one.

Sine step (a) already generates a valid solution, steps (b) and () an be seen

as a post-optimization proedure; we all it MST-prune, following [2℄. Step (b)

takes at most O(jEj+ jV j log jV j) time

1

and step () requires O(jV j) time.

The best known implementation of step (a) is due to Melhorn [6℄. Essential to

his implementation of DNH | and to some of the implementations proposed in

this paper for other heuristis | is the onept of Voronoi diagrams in graphs.

Given a set X � V of verties, the Voronoi diagram is a partition of V into

Voronoi regions, one for eah vertex in X. The Voronoi region of x

i

(denoted by

vor(x

i

)) is de�ned as the set of verties in V that are not loser to any other

vertex in X. Ties are broken arbitrarily. If v 2 vor(x

i

), x

i

is said to be the base

of v, denoted by x

i

= base(v).

Let p(base(v); v) denote the shortest path from base(v) to v, let d(v) be the

length of this path, and let pred(v) be the vertex that immediately preedes v in

the path. The Voronoi diagram with respet to T , de�ned by the values base(v),

1

In the theoretial part of this paper, whenever we need a \pure" algorithm for

alulating minimum spanning trees, we use Prim's algorithm, implemented with

Fibonai heaps. We also assume this data struture is used in implementations of

Dijkstra's algorithm for shortest paths. See [1℄ for alternative implementations.



d(v) and pred(v) for all v 2 V , an be omputed in O(jEj + jV j log jV j) time

with Dijkstra's algorithm (taking all terminal nodes as soures).

An edge (v; w) will be onsidered a frontier edge if base(v) 6= base(w). Let

G

0

be a graph with the same set of edges and verties as G, but edge osts

given by ost funtion 

0

, de�ned as follows. If (v; w) is a frontier edge, then



0

(v; w) = d(v) + (v; w) + d(w), else 

0

(v; w) = 0. Note that every frontier edge

(v; w) is uniquely assoiated by this ost funtion to a path between base(v)

and base(w). Melhorn [6℄ shows that there exists an MST of D

G

ontaining only

paths assoiated to edges with positive ost (i.e., frontier edges) in the MST of

G

0

. There is no need to atually ompute D

G

.

Therefore, step (a) of Melhorn's implementation of DNH is atually divided

into two substeps: (i) alulating the Voronoi diagram of G; and (ii) �nding

an MST of G

0

and extrating the orresponding jT j � 1 paths in G. We have

seen that substep (i) requires O(jEj+ jV j log jV j) operations. We now onsider

di�erent implementations of substep (ii).

DNH-Prim. If Prim's algorithm is used to determine the MST ofG

0

, as suggested

by Melhorn, DNH will require O(jEj + jV j log jV j) operations. We refer to this

implementation as DNH-Prim.

DNH-Bor�uvka. Alternatively, a slightly modi�ed version of Bor�uvka's algorithm

(also known as Sollin's algorithm) an be used in substep (ii). The lassi algo-

rithm starts with jV j omponents, one assoiated to eah vertex in V . It proeeds

by repeatedly performing a step in whih every omponent is onneted (by a

single edge) to the losest neighboring omponent. Beause the number of om-

ponents is at least halved in eah step, there will be only one omponent left

after at most log jV j steps. Eah step an be performed in O(jEj) time, thus

leading to a O(jEj log jV j) algorithm.

2

Our \modi�ed version" onsiders only the verties in T as initial omponents.

In eah of the onneting steps, every omponent is linked to its losest ounter-

part by a path with one or more edges. Finding all links in a given step amounts

to heking the nonzero-ost edges in G

0

and using the Voronoi diagram to de-

termine the assoiated paths in G. This an be done in O(jEj) time for all paths

in a given step. The Steiner tree an therefore be found in O(jEj log jT j) time,

inreasing the algorithm's omplexity to O(jEj log jT j+jV j log jV j). We note that

T may be a small set when ompared to V , so this alternative implementation,

alled DNH-Bor�uvka, is often faster than DNH-Prim.

DNHz. A slight modi�ation in DNH-Bor�uvka an improve average solution

quality while preserving omputational omplexity. Whenever a non-terminal

vertex v is added to the solution in a onneting step, we an set d(v) (its

distane to the losest terminal) to zero. After all, v is now part of a omponent,

as all terminals are, so it an be used to link di�erent omponents. Sine edge

2

This an atually be implemented in O(jEj log log jV j) time, but our algorithm for

the SPG is based on the less eÆient basi implementation.



osts in G

0

are omputed dynamially, some will be redued by this operation.

This allows for future onneting steps to take into aount (to a ertain extent)

the fat that there is already a partial solution, leading to �nal solutions of better

quality. We all DNHz this modi�ation of DNH-Bor�uvka.

3 Bor�uvka

This setion desribes a heuristi to the SPG based on Bor�uvka's algorithm for

the MST problem. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no previous

desription of suh heuristi in the literature. However, this is just a natural

extension of an existing idea, adapting MST algorithms to solve the Steiner

problem in graphs. When ompared to Prim's and Kruskal's heuristis, it turns

out that Boruvka's has smaller worst-ase running times, but tends to produe

solutions of slightly worse quality, as Setion 6 shows.

The heuristi starts with the set T of terminals as its initial set of omponents.

Then, in eah iteration every omponent in the partial solution is linked to the

losest omponent by the shortest possible path. Every suh link reates a new

omponent, formed by the original verties and those in the shortest path. After

at most log jT j iterations, only one omponent (a Steiner tree) will be left.

To implement this algorithm eÆiently, we keep a Voronoi diagram, updated

before eah step to inlude (as bases) new verties added to the solution. With

the diagram, we an �nd the losest ounterpart of eah omponent in O(jEj)

time (for all omponents) by heking all edges (v; w) suh that base(v) and

base(w) belong to di�erent omponents (this is a subset of the frontier edges).

Building the �rst Voronoi diagram requires a omplete exeution of Dijk-

stra's algorithm, having all terminal nodes as soures. In eah of the following

iterations, the Voronoi diagram is just updated : Dijkstra's algorithm is run hav-

ing as soures just the verties added to the solution in the previous iteration

(with zero distane label, sine they beome potenial bases). Beause distane

labels of previous diagrams are still valid upper bounds, updating an be sig-

ni�antly faster than building a diagram from srath: they tend to be limited

to a few loal operations. In the worst ase, however, the update will require

O(jEj + jV j log jV j) operations. The overall omplexity of Bor�uvka's heuristi,

therefore, is O((log jT j)(jEj+ jV j log jV j)).

Note that Bor�uvka uses essentially the same strategy as DNHz to improve

solution quality, but takes it one step further. In DNHz, every vertex added

to the solution has its distane label set to zero. This helps the algorithm �nd

shortuts | paths whose ends are not both terminals | between omponents in

future iterations. In Bor�uvka's heuristi, the entire Voronoi diagram is updated;

not only do verties already in the solution have their distanes set to zero, but

also their neighbors may have their distanes redued. Shortuts are more likely

to be found, thus inreasing average solution quality. Although there is an extra

log jT j fator in the algorithm's worst-ase performane, Setion 6 shows that in

pratie Bor�uvka is only marginally slower than DNH-Bor�uvka or DNHz. This

on�rms that updating the Voronoi diagram is usually a \heap" operation.



4 Kruskal

Kruskal's algorithm for the MST problem an also be used as a starting point for

a onstrutive heuristi for the SPG. The lassi algorithm starts with a partial

solution with all jV j verties and no edges. Then, it adds edges to the solution

sequentially, always seleting the shortest edge that does not reate a yle. The

algorithm ends after jV j�1 edges are seleted, when only one omponent will be

left. Wang [13℄ suggested a Kruskal-based heuristi for the SPG. In his algorithm,

the initial partial solution is made up only by the set of terminals (T ). The

algorithm then sequentially adds paths to the solution (inluding intermediate

non-terminal verties), always seleting the shortest path onneting di�erent

omponents. After jT j � 1 suh paths are added, a valid solution is found.

4.1 Basi Implementation (Kruskal-B)

Kruskal's heuristi an be implemented as follows. Let dist be a struture that

maps eah onneted omponent to its losest ounterpart (and ontains the

distane between them). In the beginning, eah omponent is made up by a single

terminal. The initialization of dist requires O(jT j) alls to Dijkstra's algorithm,

eah having one terminal as soure and any other terminal as target. In eah of

the jT j � 1 iterations that follow, we (i) san dist to determine the losest pair

of omponents; (ii) join these omponents by the shortest path between them;

and (iii) update dist by running Dijkstra's algorithm one, with all verties in

the newly reated omponent as soures (all other terminals must be reahed).

The heuristi runs in O(jT j(jEj + jV j log jV j)) time, orresponding to O(jT j)

exeutions of Dijkstra's algorithm. We all this implementation Kruskal-B.

4.2 Improved Implementation (Kruskal-I)

We now propose an improved implementation, named Kruskal-I, that is muh

faster in pratie. In eah of its jT j � 1 iterations, Kruskal-I uses the Voronoi

diagram assoiated with the partial solution S to identify the losest pair of

omponents. We use the fat that there must be a frontier edge in the diagram

that represents the shortest path in G between the losest pair of omponents.

This is analogous to the the property stating that the Delaunay triangulation of

a set of points ontains the line segment onneting the two losest points (see

[9℄, for instane).

The set of andidate shortest paths is in fat even more limited than that.

Among all frontier edges (v; w) inident to v suh that v < w, we de�ne E(v)

as the one whose assoiated path is the shortest (ties are broken arbitrarily). If

there is no frontier edge (v; w) with v < w, we regard E(v) as unde�ned. Clearly,

if the path assoiated with E(v) is not the shortest path in the graph, neither

are the paths assoiated with the other frontier edges (v; w

0

), with v < w

0

.

3

This

3

By onsiderig only edges in whih v is the endpoint with the smallest label, we avoid

assoiating the same edge to two di�erent verties.



de�nition ensures that there is always a vertex v 2 V suh that E(v) represents

the shortest path between the losest pair of omponents.

Kruskal-I maintains two data strutures: the Voronoi diagram assoiated to

the partial solution and a heap to selet among andidate paths. It is atually

a heap of verties, sine eah vertex is mapped to a unique edge, whih in turn

is mapped to a path. The algorithm begins by alulating the Voronoi diagram

assoiated with the initial solution, whih ontains all terminals and no edges. For

eah vertex v for whih E(v) is de�ned, we insert v into the heap with ost equal

to that of its assoiated path (if E(v) = (v; w), this ost is d(v)+ (v; w)+d(w)).

The algorithm then starts adding paths to the solution. Eah of its jT j � 1

iterations is divided into four steps:

1. Determine the losest pair of omponents. Remove the �rst element v from

the heap, and let E(v) = (v; w) be its assoiated edge. If base(v) and base(w)

both belong to the same omponent, then (v; w) is not atually a frontier edge

(i.e., the value of E(v) is outdated).

4

In that ase, searh the neighborhood

of v to determine the orret value of E(v) and reinsert v into the heap (if

E(v) is not de�ned, disregard it). Proeed until a vertex assoiated with an

atual frontier edge is removed. This vertex determines the losest pair of

omponents (or, more aurately, it is assoiated with the frontier edge that

represents the shortest path between the losest pair of omponents).

2. Add to the partial solution the path joining the losest pair. As in Bor�uvka's

heuristi, use the Voronoi diagram to obtain the path from the frontier edge.

3. Update the Voronoi diagram. Run Dijkstra's algorithm having as soures all

verties newly inserted into the solution (also as in Bor�uvka's heuristi).

4. Update the heap of andidates. Eah vertex v in the heap is assoiated with

an edge E(v) = (v; v

0

) and a value, the length of the path E(v) represents,

given by d(v)+(v; v

0

)+d(v

0

). The information assoiated with v may beome

inaurate (outdated) only if one or more of the following situations our:

(a) d(v) is redued;

(b) d(v

00

) is redued, v

00

being a neighbor of v (possibly v

0

itself);

() (v; v

0

) eases to be a frontier edge, i.e., base(v) and base(v

0

) beome part

of the same omponent in the solution.

Note that the only verties that may have their d(�) values redued are those

reahed during the update of the Voronoi diagram (step 3). Therefore, it

suÆes to examine the neighborhood of those verties to update the values

assoiated to them (ase (a)) and to their neighbors (ase (b)). Although

ase () may involve other verties, there is no need to address this ase

diretly, sine it an only ause an inrease in the value assoiated to v. If

we leave it unhanged, v will beome the �rst element of the heap before it

should. This is perfetly aeptable, as long as we are able to disover that

(v; v

0

) is not atually a frontier edge, and this is preisely what step 1 above

does.

5

Note that ases (a) and (b) must be addressed as soon as they our,

sine they potentially inrease the priority of the verties involved.

4

Step 4 explains how the value may beome outdated.

5

There is also the possibility that v falls into ases (a) and (b) before it atually

makes it to the top of the heap; it will be updated then.



Step 1 removes up to O(jV j) elements from the heap, eah in O(log jV j)

time. Steps 1 and 4 may need to hek the neighborhoods of all verties, whih

requires O(jEj) total time. Step 2 runs in time proportional to the number of

verties in the path (O(jV j) in the worst ase, onsidering the whole algorithm).

Finally, updating the Voronoi diagram in step 3 requiresO(jEj+jV j log jV j) time.

Therefore, all jT j�1 iterations require O(jT j(jEj+ jV j log jV j) time. This means

Kruskal-I has the same worst-ase omplexity as Kruskal-B. However, Setion 6

shows that Kruskal-I is muh faster. This happens beause the Voronoi diagram

and the heap of andidates allow Kruskal-I to avoid useless, repeated operations.

Updating these strutures is on average muh faster than the worst-ase analysis

suggest, sine modi�ations tend to a�et small portions of the graph.

5 Prim

Proposed by Takahashi and Matsuyama [11℄, the onstrutive heuristi for the

SPG based on Prim's algorithm for the MST problem is probably the most

ommonly used in the literature [2, 4, 8, 10℄. The lassi algorithm for the MST

problem \grows" the solution from a root vertex. In eah step, the vertex that is

loser to the urrent partial solution is added to it, alongside with the onneting

edge. After jV j � 1 steps, all verties are spanned. The orresponding heuristi

for the SPG grows a tree starting from a vertex (usually a terminal). In eah

iteration, we add to the solution the losest terminal not yet inserted (alongside

with the verties in the path from the solution to that terminal). In jT j � 1

iterations (or jT j, if the root is not a terminal), a valid Steiner tree is reated.

5.1 Basi Implementation (Prim-B)

The basi implementation of the heuristi (whih we all Prim-B) is disussed

in [3, 8℄, among others. It divides the algorithm into two phases. The �rst phase

onsists of building a jV j � jT j table of distanes, whih desribes the shortest

paths between eah vertex and every terminal. In an be omputed inO(jT j(jEj+

jV j log jV j)) time, by exeuting the Dijkstra's algorithm one from eah termi-

nal. We also maintain an auxiliary struture, alled losest, whih assoiates

eah terminal not yet inserted to the losest vertex in the partial solution. This

struture an be initialized in O(jT jjV j) time: just san the table of distanes.

The seond phase is when the solution is atually built. In eah of its O(jT j)

iterations, we san losest to determine whih terminal to add to the tree. The

orresponding path (desribed in the table of distanes) is then added to the

solution. Finally, we update losest : for eah vertex added to the solution, we

hek if its distane to any terminal not in S is less than what losest reports.

The bottlenek of the algorithm is building the table of distanes. In [8℄,

Polzin and Daneshmand suggest a Voronoi-based aeleration sheme that tries

to expedite the proess by limiting the extent of eah exeution of Dijkstra's

algorithm. Our version of Prim-B tested in Setion 6 inludes suh an aeler-

ation. Although it does make the algorithm run faster for ertain instanes, it

does not make it asymptotially more eÆient on average.



5.2 Improved Implementation (Prim-I)

We now suggest an improved implementation (Prim-I) that works in a single

phase. It an be seen as a modi�ed version of Dijkstra's algorithm.

It starts with a partial solution S ontaining just the root r. To eah vertex

v

i

we assoiate a variable �

i

representing an upper bound to the distane from

v

i

to S in G. Initially, �

r

= 0 (r is already in S) and �

i

= 1 for all verties

v

i

not in S. In eah iteration, the algorithm determines the losest terminal

t and adds it to the partial solution, alongside with the non-terminals in the

orresponding shortest path. The proess of determining t is similar to a heap-

based implementation of Dijkstra's algorithm.

6

Remove v

i

, the element with the

highest priority (smallest �

i

), from the heap. If v

i

is not a terminal or already

belongs to the solution, then for eah neighbor v

j

of v

i

, hek whether �

j

<

�

i

+ (v

i

; v

j

). If that is the ase, set �

j

 �

i

+ (v

i

; v

j

) and update the heap

aordingly. Keep removing elements from the heap until a terminal not yet

spanned is found. When this happens, add the orresponding new path to S.

The distane from any given vertex to the partial solution an only derease

in time. Hene, upper bounds found in any iteration remain valid until the end

of the algorithm. To guarantee that the best verties will be seleted, all we have

to do is reinsert every vertex v

i

into the heap (with �

i

= 0) as soon as it beomes

part of the solution. This ensures that, in subsequent iterations, verties that

get loser to the solution will be visited if neessary.

The algorithm onsists of O(jT j) iterations (jT j if the root is non-terminal,

jT j�1 if it is not). In eah of these iterations, as many of O(jV j) verties may be

removed from the heap, whih takes O(jV j log jV j) time in the worst ase. Eah

of them may have its neighborhood searhed, and the values assoiated with the

neighbors may need to be updated; this an be done in O(jEj) time per iteration.

Hene, the overall worst-ase running time of Prim-I is O(jT j(jEj+ jV j log jV j)).

Note that some verties may be inserted several times into the heap. However,

this happens only if this is really neessary, that is, if their distanes to the

partial solution atually derease. In fat, the experimental results in Setion 6

suggest that, on average, a vertex is visited very few times during the exeution

of the algorithm. To understand why this happens, �rst note that eah vertex

is visited at most one per iteration, whih means that no vertex an be visited

more than O(jT j) times. Furthermore, as the number of terminals inreases, the

number of verties visited in eah iteration tends to derease. After all, with

more terminals, there are on average fewer edges between the partial solution

and the losest (non-inserted) terminal. It turns out that in pratie these two

fators (number of iterations and time for eah iteration) balane eah other,

thus making the running time virtually independent of jT j.

This explains why Prim-I is muh faster than Prim-B on average, although

both have the same worst-ase omplexity. In fat, relying on a table of distanes

severely limits the appliability of the basi implementation. Merely initializing

the table may be (and often is) muh more expensive than running Prim-I in

6

It ould be implemented without a heap, but it would not be as eÆient in pratie.



its entirety. But the main weakness of Prim-B is its quadrati memory usage; in

pratie, it annot handle instanes that are easily proessed by Prim-I.

6 Empirial Analysis

This setion presents an empirial omparison of the implementations disussed

in this paper, with an emphasis on running times. Although we do ompare

the heuristis in terms of solution quality, we do it super�ially. The reader is

referred to [12℄ for a more thorough analysis, inluding not only most of the

onstrutive heuristis disussed here (in their basi implementations), but also

several other methods not diretly based on algorithms for MST problems.

Test Problems. Our goal is to assess how the algorithms behave \on average".

However, it is not lear how to do this stritly, sine there are too many variables

involved in a single instane of the problem (number of verties, number of edges,

graph topology, number of terminals, terminal distribution, and edge weights, to

mention a few). We deided to use instanes already available on the literature,

assuming they represent a fair sample of what ould be onsidered \typial"

instanes. The algorithms were tested on all 994 valid instanes

7

available at

the SteinLib repository [5℄. To simplify the analysis, we grouped the original

36 series into six lasses, as shown in Table 1.

8

These instanes vary greatly in

size. On average, they have 1,252 verties, 9,800 edges, and 186 terminals; these

dimensions reah values up to 38,418, 221,445, and 11,849, respetively.

Table 1. Instanes available at the SteinLib

lass series desription

random b, , d, e, m, p6z random graphs, random weights

fst es*fst, tspfst retilinear graphs, L1 weights

vlsi alue, alut, dmxa, diw, gap, lin, msm, taq grid graphs with holes

inidene i080, i160, i320, i640 random graphs, inidene weights

eulidean x, p6e graphs with eulidean weights

hard sp, pu arti�ial, \hard" instanes

Methodology. All algorithms were implemented in C++ and ompiled under

Linux with g 2.96 with the -O4 ag (full optimization). CPU times were

obtained on a 1.7 GHz Pentium 4 with 256 MB of RAM. Beause the timing

funtion (getrusage) has low preision (1/60th of a seond), running times ould

not be measured diretly. Instead, eah algorithm was repeatedly run on eah

instane until �ve seonds have passed, and the average time was onsidered.

7

At the time of writing, September 1, 2001.

8

In the table, the notion of \inidene weights" by that edges inident to terminals

have larger weights than those inident to non-terminals (see [4℄).



All algorithms tested share the same implementation of basi data stru-

tures (graphs, heaps, staks). We opted for using binary heaps to implement

priority queues. Although they are asymptotially less eÆient, their perfor-

mane is ompetitive in pratie with that of Fibonai heaps [7℄. With binary

heaps, the worst ases of our algorithms are slightly di�erent from those men-

tioned in previous setions. For DNH-Prim, DNH-Bor�uvka, and DNHz, the worst

ase is O(jEj log jV j); for Bor�uvka, O(jEj log jT j log jV j); and for all versions of

Prim and Kruskal, O(jT jjEj log jV j). Note that these algorithms di�er only in

the dependeny on jT j.

Although desribed as part of DNH, MST-prune may improve any valid

solution, as noted in [12℄. Therefore, unless otherwise noted, running times for

all heuristis inlude this post-optimization phase, and solution qualities refer to

results obtained after its appliation. MST-prune was implemented with Prim's

algorithm (with binary heap), with roots seleted at random. Its O(jEj log jV j)

running time does not a�et the worst-ase omplexities of the heuristis.

Comparing the performane of the heuristis with a well-known algorithm

may onvey a better assessment of the behavior of the methods disussed here.

Therefore, our analysis inludes an \extra" method, MST: it simply applies

Prim's algorithm to alulate the minimum spanning tree of the entire graph

(treating terminals as ordinary verties). Running times for this method do not

inlude MST-prune.

Results. Table 2 shows the average running times of eah algorithm for all lasses

of instanes. Due to its quadrati memory usage, implementation Prim-B ould

not be tested on 11 instanes.
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Some of the values in the tables below (marked

with a \�" symbol) are therefore approximate, sine they onsider only the

remaining instanes.

Table 2. Average running times in milliseonds (with MST-prune)

method omplexity eulidean fst hard inidene random vlsi

DNH-Prim O(jEj log jV j) 2.71 1.95 3.68 4.51 3.41 11.02

DNH-Bor�uvka O(jEj log jV j) 3.27 1.99 2.80 3.42 2.80 8.67

DNHz O(jEj log jV j) 3.30 1.98 2.84 3.41 2.75 8.67

Bor�uvka O(jEj log jV j log jT j) 3.36 2.19 3.21 3.57 3.00 12.65

Kruskal-B O(jT jjEj log jV j) 49.25 270.70 589.78 399.53 162.48 237.54

Kruskal-I O(jT jjEj log jV j) 5.22 3.07 4.26 3.70 4.11 16.72

Prim-B O(jT jjEj log jV j) 106.73 �34.97 87.00 69.45 221.82 �36.73

Prim-I O(jT jjEj log jV j) 1.76 1.94 3.97 6.67 2.69 8.86

MST O(jEj log jV j) 1.36 0.69 1.74 2.90 1.84 5.89

9

Namely: alue7065, alue7080, alut2625, es10000fst01, 3795fst, fnl4461fst, pb3038fst,

pla7397fst, rl11849fst, rl5915fst, and rl5934fst (�rst three belong to vlsi, others to fst).



It should ome as no surprise that DNH-Prim, DNH-Bor�uvka, and DNHz

have average running times omparable to that of MST. They all have the same

worst-ase omplexity, O(jEj log jV j), and share a very similiar struture. Due

to the extra log jT j fator, O(jEj log jV j) , Bor�uvka is a little slower, but still has

omparable running times. The di�erene is muh more evident for Kruskal-B

and Prim-B, and an be explained by the jT j fator in their omplexity. However,

the improved implementations of the same heuristis (Kruskal-I and Prim-I) also

have the extra jT j fator, but are only slightly slower than DNH-Prim.

But being fast on average is not always enough. Several instanes of the

SteinLib have hundreds or even thousands of terminals, and it ould be the

ase that the improved implementations perform poorly for these (and that the

average is small beause of other instanes, with few terminals). Table 3 shows

that this is not the ase. For eah instane, we alulated the relative running

time of eah algorithm, that is, the ratio between its running time and that of

MST (the minimum spanning tree of the entire graph). The table shows the

best, average, and worst-ase ratios obtained when all instanes are onsidered.

Table 3. Relative running times for all instanes (with MST-prune)

method omplexity best average worst

DNH-Prim O(jEj log jV j) 1.072 2.076 4.364

DNH-Bor�uvka O(jEj log jV j) 0.645 1.762 5.840

DNHz O(jEj log jV j) 0.646 1.744 5.578

Bor�uvka O(jEj log jV j log jT j) 0.668 1.995 5.992

Kruskal-B O(jT jjEj log jV j) 3.135 56.184 1953.456

Kruskal-I O(jT jjEj log jV j) 0.997 2.638 8.704

Prim-B O(jT jjEj log jV j) �2.597 �20.958 �838.426

Prim-I O(jT jjEj log jV j) 0.778 2.154 6.567

MST O(jEj log jV j) 1.000 1.000 1.000

On average, none of the improved versions takes more than three times the

time required to alulate a simple minimum spanning tree. In some (rare) ases,

they an even be faster, beause they do not neessarily have to examine the

whole graph. But, most importantly, Table 3 reveals that the worst ases of both

Prim-I and Kruskal-I are remarkably tolerable, espeially when we onsider that

more naive implementations of the same algorithms (Prim-B and Kruskal-B)

are up to hundreds of times slower than MST. Prim-I and Kruskal-I are never

more than ten times slower than MST. That is only twie as muh as the fastest

heuristi tested, DNH-Prim, whih has the same worst-ase omplexity as a

simple minimum spanning tree omputation.

The results obtained so far strongly suggest that the performanes of our

implementations do not depend as muh on the value of jT j as their worst-ase

expressions indiate. In Figure 1, we show the relative running times of Prim-

I (without MST-prune, in this ase) with respet to MST for all 994 Steinlib



instanes. If both algorithms behaved in average as their worst-ase omplexities

suggest, the ratio should be linearly dependent on jT j. In log sale, this would

mean an exponentially-growing urve, but that is learly not what we obtained.
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Fig. 1. Relative times of Prim-I for all SteinLib instanes (without MST-prune)

One again, this on�rms what was said in Setion 5: the worst-ase analysis

is overly pessimisti when it assumes that eah vertex is visited (i.e., removed

from the heap) one per iteration, or �(jT j) times during the whole algorithm.

For this partiular set of instanes, we veri�ed that eah vertex is visited only

2.17 times on average (reall that the average number of terminals is 186). Even

in the worst ase (instane i640-345, with 160 terminals), the average vertex was

removed from the heap only 4.28 times.

Although all these experiments on SteinLib make it lear that Prim-I does not

depend \too muh" on jT j, it is not obvious what the dependene is. Beause the

set of instanes is heterogeneous, there are simply too many variables (number

of edges, number of verties, graph topology, and so on) determining the results.

Therefore, we devised a more ontrolled experiment, where jT j is the only rel-

evant variable to be onsidered. While the results for this partiular experiment

annot be diretly extended to an any arbitrary set of instanes, we believe it

does help understand the behavior of the algorithms. We generated a new series,

speial, whih may be seen as an extension of random. This is a series of random

graphs, with integer edge weights uniformly distributed in [1; 10℄ and random

terminal plaement. All graphs have exatly 1024 verties and 32768 edges, and

number of terminals ranging from 2 to 1024. For eah value of jT j, there are 25



di�erent graphs, generated with di�erent random seeds. Figure 2 shows how the

average running times of the algorithms depend on the size of T . In this par-

tiular test, all algorithms (inluding DNH) were run without MST-prune, thus

allowing for a better assessment of the relative performane of eah algorithm's

\ore".
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Fig. 2. Running times for series speial (without MST-prune)

The �gure shows that, for graphs in this series, only two methods (the basi

implementations of Kruskal's and Prim's heuristis) atually depend linearly on

jT j, as the fast-growing urves indiate (note that the graph is in log sale).

In fat, Kruskal-B takes 2.76 seonds on average for jT j = 1024 and Prim-

B takes 0.78 seonds for jT j = 724 (Prim-B is atually faster than that for

jT j = 1024 | just 0.09 seonds | beause of the aeleration suggested in [8℄).

Both times are muh higher than those of all other algorithms, inluding the

new implementations of Kruskal and Prim. No other method takes more than

0.01 seond to �nd a solution, regardless of the number of terminals.

Solution quality. Even with their best implementions, Prim and Kruskal are still

a little slower on average than DNH, and, although we have established that the

extra jT j fator in their omplexities does not tend to be relevant in pratie,

it does exist. All other things being equal, it seems that it would be faster and

safer to use DNH rather than other heuristis. But there is something that is

10

For any given jT j, the e�et of inluding MST-prune would be a uniform inrease in

running times for all heuristis. This e�et is more notieable for large values of jT j,

but the additional running times are never greater than that of running MST.



not equal: solutions provided by Prim's or Kruskal's heuristis are muh better

than those provided by DNH. Table 4 shows, for eah lass of instanes, the

average perentual error obtained by eah algorithm (only one implementation

of eah algorithm is shown; others behave similarly to their ounterparts). Errors

were alulated with respet to the best solutions known on September 1, 2001

(available at the SteinLib).

Table 4. Average perentual error w.r.t. best known solution (with MST-prune)

method eulidean fst hard inidene random vlsi

DNH-Bor�uvka 2.53 2.70 24.23 23.31 5.03 5.24

DNHz 2.34 2.23 22.20 21.49 4.09 4.95

Bor�uvka 2.35 1.90 21.18 20.29 3.56 3.54

Kruskal-I 1.65 1.86 9.55 18.36 2.68 2.56

Prim-I 1.28 1.83 7.87 17.92 2.82 2.83

The performane of eah algorithm varies signi�antly among series. Within

eah series, however, the table learly shows that the more atively an algo-

rithm looks for \shortuts" between terminals, the better it tends to behave

with respet to other methods. DNH alulates the Voronoi diagram and de-

termines all onnetions at one; it does not atively use previously inserted

non-terminals to try to redue the ost of the �nal solution. DNHz does that

in a limited fashion, by favoring edges that are inident to verties in the par-

tial solution. Bor�uvka takes this strategy one step further: after eah iteration,

the whole Voronoi diagram is updated, so future links an take further advan-

tange of the new non-terminal verties in the solution. Kruskal also updates the

Voronoi diagram after eah iteration, but reall that an iteration in this algo-

rithm orresponds to the addition of a single path, as opposed to multiple paths

in Bor�uvka. This means that eah deision made by Kruskal (and Prim) an

take into aount ompletely updated information about the partial solution. In

general, this leads to solutions that are loser to the optimum.

7 Final Remarks

We have proposed new implementations of two important onstrutive heuris-

tis for the Steiner Problem in Graphs: those based on Prim's and Kruskal's

algorithms for the MST problem. Empirial results attest that these implemen-

tations are signi�antly faster and more robust than the usual, basi ones. We

have also suggested some minor variations of Melhorn's implementation of DNH

heuristi, shown to be ompetitive in pratie. A Bor�uvka-based heuristi, whih

an be seen as an intermediate method between DNH and Kruskal (in terms of

both solution quality and worst-ase omplexity), was also proposed.

From a theoretial point of view, an interesting extension of this work would

be a strit average ase analysis of the running times of the algorithms. How-



ever, this seems to be a non-trivial task, sine there are too many variables to

onsider: jV j, jEj, jT j, edge weights, graph topology, terminal distribution, et.

Alternatively, one ould identify spei� lasses of instanes for whih the new

implementations (espeially Kruskal-I and Prim-I) are guaranteed to perform

fewer operations than their worst-ase expressions suggest.

In terms of appliations, it would be interesting to know to what extent

these new implementations of onstrutive heuristis an help aelerate more

elaborate exat and approximate algorithms for the SPG, as those desribed in

[2, 4, 8℄. In [10℄, the fast implementation of Prim's has already been used and

greatly ontributed to keep running times within aeptable limits.
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